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see MMA Bull. ii (Feb. 1907), 22
Deir el-Bahri. XIth Dyn. Temple. Finds
ii².398
Reliefs, Dyn. XI, in New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 06.1231.1-86, 90-4 (1, 3-8, 10-21, 23-33, 35-52, 54, 569, 615, 71-9, 90-4).

see BB in MMA Bull. ii (Feb. 1907), 22
Deir-el-Bahri. Hathor-chapel of Tuthmosis III.
ii².381

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. ii (April 1907), 61-3 figs. 1-5
El-Lisht. Pyramid of Amenemhet I.
iv.77
General account.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. ii (July 1907), 113-7 figs. 1-6
El-Lisht. Pyramid of Amenemhet I. Mortuary Temple
iv.77
General account with views

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. ii (July 1907), 113-7 figs. 1-3
El-Lisht. Pyramid of Amenemhet I. Mortuary Temple
iv.77
Views

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. ii (July 1907), 113-7 fig. 6
El-Lisht. Pyramid of Amenemhet I. Mortuary Temple
iv.77
Relief, king with divinities, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. ii (July 1907), 115-7 figs. 4-5.
El-Lisht. N. Pyramid.
iv.79

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. ii (Oct. 1907), 163-9 figs. 1, 3-8 not figs. 1-8 as in Bibl.
iv.79
General account with views

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. ii (Oct. 1907), 165-7 figs. 3-8
iv.79
Coffin and jewellery, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. ii (Oct. 1907), 163 fig. 2
El-Lisht. Various
iv.81
Head of female statuette, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 39390.

MMA Bull. ii (1907), 180-1 w. fig. on 180
Hurbeit. Misc.
iv.27A

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. ii (Dec. 1907), 194 fig. 1
Saqqara. Tomb of Harkhebi. East of Step Pyramid.
iii.2.588

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. ii (Dec. 1907), 194-6 fig. 2
Sculptor’s models, Dyn. XXVI.
8
Relief, figure of Queen or goddess, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 07.228.3.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. ii (Dec. 1907), 194-6 fig. 3
Sculptor’s models, Dyn. XXVI.
8
Relief, figure of Queen or goddess, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 07.228.6.

A. M. Lythgoe in MMA Bull. ii (Dec. 1907), 195 fig. 4
800-946-550
Royal bust, wearing nemes, grid on back, unfinished, sculptor’s model or votive piece, early Ptolemaic, in New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 07.228.6.
Male statuette, basalt, probably mid-Dyn. XII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 07.228.180.

see Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. ii (Dec. 1907), 195-6
Bubastis. Miscellaneous
iv.35A
8 silver vessels of Queen Tausert, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 07.228.212.

Deir el-Bahri. Dyn. XI Temple.
i.ii.390
Sarcophagus of Henhenit, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 07.230.1, B.

Saqqâra. Mortuary Temple of Unis
iii.ii.421
Red granite columns, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 07.229.2.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. iii (May 1908), 83-4 figs. 1, 2
El-Lisht.
iv.77A
View of Pyramid of Amenemhet I.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. iii (May 1908), 85 figs. 3, 4
Khârga. Great Temple of Amun of Hibis
vii.277
Views

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. iii (Sept. 1908), 170-3 fig. 1
El-Lisht. Pyramid of Sesostris I.
iv.83
General view of site.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. iii (Sept. 1908), 170-3 fig. 2
El-Lisht. Pyramid of Sesostris I.
iv.82
Head of hawk in relief, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 34.1.205-8.
Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. iii (Sept. 1908), 170-3 fig. 3
El-Lisht. Pyramid of Sesostris I.
Omit
Headless Osiride statue of Sesostris, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. iii (Sept. 1908), 170-3 fig. 4
El-Lisht. Pyramid of Sesostris I.
v.83
Nile in relief-enclosing wall, in Cairo Museum Ent. 60269.

Mace in MMA Bull. iii (Oct. 1908), 185 fig. 3
El-Lisht. N. Pyramid. Pyramid of Amenemhet I.
v.79
False door.

Mace in MMA Bull. iii (Oct. 1908), 184-8 fig. 1
v.77
Relief, king as a hawk before Atum.

Mace in MMA Bull. iii (Oct. 1908), 184-8 fig. 2
v.77
Foundation deposits, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Mace in MMA Bull. iii (Oct. 1908), 184-8 fig. 4
v.81
Head, probably Sesostris III, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 08.200.2.

see Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. iii (Dec. 1908), 220
v.77A
King as hawk before Atum, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. iii (Dec. 1908), 221 fig. 3
Saqqâra. Tomb of Nekauhor and Sekhemhathor. West wall.
i.3.498
Three registers, musicians etc., in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 08.201.2.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. iii (Dec. 1908), 221 fig. 1
Saqqâra. Tomb of Nikauhor and Sekhemhathor. West wall.
i.3.498
Deceased from left in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 08.201.2.
A. M. Lythgoe in MMA Bull. iii (Dec. 1908), 223 fig. 2
802-065-660

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. iii (Dec. 1908), 221 fig. 4
iii.487(2)
Reliefs from walls, netting fowl from (5) IV, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 08.201.1.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. iii (Dec. 1908), 221 fig. 5
iii.488(5)
Bringing gazelle etc. from (2) III.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. iii (Dec. 1908), 223 fig. 6
Karnak. Objects in Museums. Statues.
ii.290

see MMA Bull. iii (Dec. 1908), 223 (mention only)
800-618-940
Quartzite sphinx of Tuthmosis III, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. iv (July 1909), 119-22 figs. 1-4
El-Lisht. South Pyramid of Sesostris I.
iv.81, 82
General account with views etc.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. iv (July 1909), 123 fig. 5,
El-Lisht. South Pyramid of Sesostris I.
iv.81, 82

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. iv (July 1909), 123 fig. 6
El-Lisht. South Pyramid of Sesostris I.
iv.81, 82
Blocks with head of offering-bringer from Mortuary Temple, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 09.180.68.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. iv (Nov. 1909), figs. 1-3 cf. 199-201
Khârga. Great Temple of Amun of Hibis
vii.277
Views

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. iv (Nov. 1909), 200 fig. 4 (right)
vii.282(60)-(61)
Left part of upper registers

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. iv (Nov. 1909), 203 fig. 5
Khârga. Great Temple. Sanctuary IX.
vii.287(117)-(118)
Right part of 3rd-5th registers

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. iv (Nov. 1909), 203 fig. 6
Khârga. Great Temple. West Side.
vii.289(149)-(150)
Relief, Isis and Ka

see Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. v (Oct. 1910), 226
vii.278
Papyrus capital, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 10.177.2.

see MMA Bull. v (Dec. 1910), 291
Memphis Misc.
Omit
Six large statuettes of Osiris, Isis, Sekhmet, Imhotep, and Nefertem, Ptolemaic, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 10.175.131-6.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. v (Oct. 1910), 228 fig. 7
vii.290
Block with heads of a baboon and a crocodile.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. v (Oct. 1910), 226 fig. 5
Khârga. Great Temple. 1st Hypostyle.
vii.280(38)
Lower register, Sutekh slays a snake.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. v (Oct. 1910), fig. on 221 figs. 1-4, 6 cf. 222-8
Khârga. Great Temple.
vii.277
Views
MMA Bull. v (Dec. 1910), 291
Abûsîr. Mortuary Temple of Sahure
iii.328
Hall of Columns. Palm-column, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 10.175.137.

see MMA Bull. v (Dec. 1910), 292 (mention only)
803-065-700
Round-topped donation stela, Osorkon I offering to Re-Harakhti and Nebt-hotep, and below, eight lines of cursive text with decree issued to Djdeptahetankh, Greatest of the seers, General, etc., son of woman Tahenioh, concerning three arurae of land assigned to Hory, Mayor of Heliopolis, etc., year 6 of Osorkon I, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 10.176.42, on loan to Ann Arbor MI, Kelsey Museum of Archaeology. (Probably from Heliopolis)

Davies in MMA Bull. vi (March 1911), fig. on 53 [upper]
Thebes. TT 52, Nakht.
i.100-101
Blind harper and guests at (3)

Davies in MMA Bull. vi (March 1911), fig. on 53 [lower]
Thebes. TT 52, Nakht.
i.100-101
2nd offering-bringer on left of false door at (2).

Davies in MMA Bull. vi (March 1911), fig. 3 on 57
Thebes. TT 52, Nakht.
i.100-101
Fowling-scene at (6).

Davies in MMA Bull. vi (March 1911), fig. 4 on 56
Thebes. TT 52, Nakht.
i.100-101
2 registers. Vineyard and netting fowl at (6).

Davies in MMA Bull. vi (March 1911), fig. 5 on 56
Thebes. TT 52, Nakht.
i.100-101
2nd scene agricultural scenes in III and rt. half sub-scene at (1).

Davies in MMA Bull. vi (March 1911), fig. 6 on 58
Thebes. TT 52, Nakht.
i.100-101
Offering-bringers and girl musicians and son at (3).

Davies in MMA Bull. vi (March 1911), fig. 7, cf. 58
Thebes. TT 45, Djehut.
i.2.86(6)
Djehut and his mother at a table of offerings.

Davies in MMA Bull. vi (March 1911), cover cf. 58
Thebes. TT 45, Userhet.
i.2.98(7)
Upper part wife and mother from a tree-goddess scene.

Davies in MMA Bull. vi (March 1911), fig. 8 cf. 58
Thebes. TT 45, Userhet.
i.2.98(6)
Two priests and the priestesses in procession.

Davies in MMA Bull. vi (March 1911), fig. on 71 cf. 58
Thebes. TT 52, Nakht.
i.2.101(3)
Cat devouring a fish under chair.

MMA Bull. vi (April 1911), 77
Abûsîr. Mortuary Temple of Sahure.
iii.2.328
Hall of columns. Palm-column, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 10.175.137.

see MMA Bull. vi (April 1911), 77 (mention only)
Memphis. Misc.
Omit.
Six large statuettes of Osiris, Isis, Sekhmet, Imhotep and Nefertum, Ptolemaic, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 10.175.131-6

MMA Bull. vi (Dec. 1911), fig. on 241
iii.2.328
Palm-column, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 10.175.137.

see MMA Bull. vii (Jan. 1912), 14 (mention only)
El-‘Amâma. Misc.
iv.234A
Red quartzite head of Amenophis IV, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

see MMA Bull. vii (Jan. 1912), 14 (mention only)
Elephantine. Ram Cemetery.
v.229A
Sandstone obelisk, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 11.154.9
see Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. vii (Oct. 1912), 184
Omit.
Bound Asiatics and negroes from pavement of approach to throne, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 28840, 28922, 31353.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. vii (Oct. 1912), 184-9
Thebes. Medînet Habu. Palace-City of Amenophis III.
ii.778
Description.

see Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. vii (Oct. 1912), 186
Thebes. Medînet Habu. Palace-City of Amenophis III. Palace of the King. King’s Bedroom.
ii.781
Ceiling with vultures, frieze with Bes-figures.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. vii (Oct. 1912), 186 fig. 2
Thebes. Medînet Habu. Palace-City of Amenophis III. Palace of the King.
ii.781
Ceiling from Room L, with pigeons, ducks etc. (reconstructed), in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 12.180, 257

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. vii (Oct. 1912), 187 fig. 3
Thebes. Medînet Habu. Palace-City of Amenophis III. Palace of the King.
ii.781
Ceiling from Room E of King’s Bedroom, with boukrania decoration, fragment in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 11.215.451.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. vii (Oct. 1912), 188 fig. 1
Thebes. Medînet Habu. Palace-City of Amenophis III. Finds
ii.781
Stela-fragment, tree and two goats, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43592.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. vii (Oct. 1912), 188 fig. 5
Thebes. Medînet Habu. Palace-City of Amenophis III. Finds
ii.781

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. vii (Oct. 1912), 189 fig. 6
Thebes. TT 103, Dagi.
ii.217

see MMA Bull. vii (Dec. 1912), 234
Bubastis
Omit.
Greek offering-table, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 12.181.185.

MMA Bull. vii (Dec. 1912), 235
Meir. B.3 Tomb of Senbi.
iv.251A
Alabaster head-rest of Senbi, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 12.182.19.

see MMA Bull. vii (Dec. 1912), 235 (mention only)
Bahbít el-Higâra
iv.41A
Three granite blocks of Nektanebos I from a temple, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 12.182.4A.

see MMA Bull. vii (Dec. 1912), 235 (mention only)
Samannûd.
iv.43A
Three granite blocks of Nektanebos I from a temple, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 12.182.4B.

see MMA Bull. vii (Dec. 1912), 235 (mention only)
Bahbít el-Higâra
iv.40A
Three granite blocks of Nektanebos I from a temple, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 12.182.4C.

MMA Bull. viii (1913), 22 (as Dyn. XII-XVIII)
801-612-100
Pair statuette, Amenemhet, Overseer of the great enclosure, etc., and wife Ahmosi Beketamun, King's ornament, heads lost, calcite, mid-Dyn. XVIII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 12.213.

Ransom Williams in MMA Bull. viii (Apr. 1913), 74 fig. 5
Abydos. Misc.
v.102A
Stela of Nenwaif, Dyn. XVIII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 12.182.3.

Ransom Williams in MMA Bull. viii (Oct. 1913), 216-18 and fig. on cover.
Abydos. Misc.
v.102A

see MMA Bull. viii (1913), 255 (as brown schist)
800-627-500

Topographical Bibliography of Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts, Statues, Stelae, Reliefs and Paintings
Griffith Institute, Sackler Library, 1 St John Street, Oxford OX1 2LQ, United Kingdom
griffith.institute@orinst.ox.ac.uk
Statuette of Amenophis III wearing long garment, headless, with djed-pillar at back, serpentine, formerly in G. Dattari, M. Nahman and T. M. Davis collns., now in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 30.8.74. (Allegedly from Thebes)

see MMA Bull. viii (Dec. 1913), 274 (mention only)

Relief, official and wife, Dyn. XVIII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

see Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. ix (Jan. 1914), 12-16, 17 figs. 6, 7, 9

Views and plan.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. ix (Jan. 1914), 14 fig. 5
Thebes. Asasif. At foot of Causeways

View of Ptolemaic tomb (in which stela of Djehutardais was found), formerly in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 13.180.27, now in Richmond VA, Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, L.27.41.5.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. ix (Jan. 1914), 14 fig. 8
Thebes. Asasif. At foot of Causeways

Dyn. XII, jewellery.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. ix (Jan. 1914), 16 cf. fig. 10
Thebes. Asasif. At foot of Causeways

Brick pyramid, possibly of Kamosi.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. ix (Jan. 1914), 16-17 fig. 10
Thebes. Asasif. Foot of Causeways

Cemetery 700.

see Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. ix (Jan. 1914), 17
Deir el Bahri. Temple of Mentuhotep III. Causeway.

Mention of part of small statue of Amenemhet III.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. ix (Jan. 1914), 20-3
Thebes. Rameside Temple.

Description.
Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. ix (Jan. 1914), cover
Thebes. Ramesside Temple.
ii^2.424-5
Jamb of Ramesses II, re-used by Ramesses III, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 13.183.2.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. ix (Jan. 1914), 20-3 fig. 10
Thebes. Ramesside Temple.
ii^2.424-5
Plan.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. ix (Jan. 1914), 20-3 fig. 11 [right]
Thebes. Ramesside Temple.
ii^2.424-5
Plan (restored).

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. ix (Jan. 1914), 20-3 fig. 12
Thebes. Ramesside Temple.
ii^2.424-5

see Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. ix (Jan. 1914), 22
Thebes. Ramesside Temple.
ii^2.425-6
Mention of relief with head of Tuthmosis III, base of colossus of Ramesses III with captives with name-rings and block of Memphite.

Ransom, C. L. in MMA Bull. ix (May 1914), 112-20 figs. 1-5
Saqqâra. Wershnufer, Dyn. XXX or Ptolemaic, temp. Nektanebos I and II.
ii^3.504
Sarcophagus, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 14.7.1.

Mace in MMA Bull. ix (Oct. 1914), frontispiece.
iv.81
Stela of Ameny and Sit-khonsu.

Mace in MMA Bull. ix (Oct. 1914), 207-22 figs. 1-3, 16
El-Lisht.
iv.77
Account of Pyramid of Amenemhet I.

Mace MMA Bull. ix (Oct. 1914), 217 fig. 8 cf. 220
iv.81A
Limestone statuette of Senebrau, Dyn. XII, in Cairo Museum Ent. 45245.

Mace MMA Bull. ix (Oct. 1914), 218 fig. 9
El-Lisht. Pyramid of Amenemhet I. Various
iv.81
Porphyry weight with cartouche of Sesostris I, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 15.3.233.

Mace MMA Bull. ix (Oct. 1914), 218 fig. 11 cf. 220
El-Lisht. N. Pyramid Rock Tombs. Various
iv.81A
Ivory magical wand, Dyn. XII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 15.3.197.

Mace MMA Bull. ix (Oct. 1914), 219-222 fig. 12
El-Lisht. Pyramid of Amenemhet I.
iv.81
Block, preparing fowl and driving cattle, from a mastaba, Dyn. VI (?), in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 15.3.1164.

Mace MMA Bull. ix (Oct. 1914), 219-222 fig. 13
El-Lisht. Pyramid of Amenemhet I.
iv.81
Ring of Ameny, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 15.3.135.

Mace MMA Bull. ix (Oct. 1914), 219-222 fig. 15
El-Lisht. Pyramid of Amenemhet I.
iv.79
Old Kingdom block re-used in pavement of Pyramid.

Ranson in MMA Bull. ix (Nov. 1914), 237 fig. 1
8
Pots with hieratic text of Sentmert, Dyn. XI, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 12.182.43.

see MMA Bull. x (Jan. 1915), 15
El-Lisht. S. Pyramid
iv.84A
Mention of Anubis-shrine and solar barks etc., in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

see MMA Bull. x (Jan. 1915), 16
Nag’ el-Madâmûd. Doorway of Amenophis II.
v.141A
Statue of Tuthmosis III (mention only), in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 14.7.15 (called Temple of Komak).
see MMA Bull. x (Jan. 1915), 16
iii.498
Fragments of wooden statues, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 14.7.105-7.

see MMA Bull. x (Jan. 1915), 16
Omit.
4 Canopic jars, vases, etc., in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 147.7.16-19, 24-94.

see MMA Bull. x (Jan. 1915), 17 (mention only)
El-Girza and El-Riqqa. Finds
iv.87A
Cloaked limestone statuette (pieces found in various tombs), Dyn. XII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 14.4.6.

see MMA Bull. x (Jan. 1915), 17 (mention only)
El-Girza and El- Riqqa. Finds
iv.87A
Ka-statue of Neher, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 14.4.7.

see MMA Bull. x (Jan. 1915), 17 (mention only)
8
Alabster vase of Xerxes, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

see MMA Bull. x (Jan. 1915), 17
Thebes. Misc. Various
Omit.
Wooden writing-board with architect's plan of garden, Dyn. XVIII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 14.108.

see MMA Bull. x (Jan. 1915), 17
iv.107A
Two fragments of rock from a wall, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 14.125, A, B.

see Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. x (Feb. 1915), 28
Meir. Misc.
iv.257A
Coffin of Khnemhotep (called Sebekhtotep), in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 12.182.131.

see Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. x (Feb. 1915), 28
iv.249A
Coffin, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 12.182.132.

see Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. x (Feb. 1915), 28
Meir. South of Group A. Various.

iv.249A
Canopic-jars of Kay, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 12.183.1.A-D.

see Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. x (Feb. 1915), 28
Meir. Tomb of Ukh-hotep.

iv.249A
Two model boats, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

see Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. x (Feb. 1915), 28
Meir. Family tomb. Dyn. XII.

iv.256A
Sarcophagus, two coffins, canopic-box, and jewellery, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

see Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. x (Feb. 1915), 29

iv.4
Objects in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 86.1.1-29 (including coffins of son, Khons, and mother, Itinefert).

see MMA Bull. x (Feb. 1915), 59
Haraga.

iv.107A
Wooden statuette of Kemtet, Old Kingdom, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 15.4.1.

see MMA Bull. x (March 1915), 59

iv.107A
Fragment of sculpture from ceiling, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 15.4.2.

Davies in MMA Bull. x (Nov. 1915), fig. on 223 cf. 234-6
Thebes. TT 52, Nakht.

i.2.102
Kneeling statue of deceased holding stela (lost at sea on way to New York NY).

Davies in MMA Bull. x (Nov. 1915), fig. 1 cf. 230-4
Thebes. TT 48, Amenemhet called Surero.

i.2.88
Plan and description.
Davies in MMA Bull. x (Nov. 1915), 233 fig. 4 cf. 230
Thebes. TT 48, Amenemhet called Surero.
i2.89(7)
Amenophis III in kiosk.

Davies in MMA Bull. x (Nov. 1915), 232 fig. 3
Thebes. ‘Asāf. finds
i2.627
Royal of bust Tuthmosis IV (?), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45330.

Davies in MMA Bull. x (Nov. 1915), cf. 234
Thebes. ‘Asāf. Finds
i2.627
Wooden coffin of Nebinufer, Dyn. XIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 2.5.15.1.

Davies in MMA Bull. x (Nov. 1915), 235 fig. 5
Thebes. TT 52, Nakht.
i2.99
Plan and section.

Evelyn-White MMA Bull. x (Dec. 1915), 253-6 fig. 3
i2.779
Description and plan.

Evelyn-White MMA Bull. x (Dec. 1915), 253-6 fig. 2
i2.779
Description and view.

Burton in MMA Bull. xi (Jan. 1916), 13-18 fig. 1
Valley of Kings. KV 47, Merneptah-Siptah.
i2.564
Description and plan.

Burton in MMA Bull. xi (Jan. 1916), 14-17 fig. 2-6
Valley of Kings. KV 47, Merneptah-Siptah.
i2.565
Sarcophagus in tomb.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xi (Jan. 1916), 18 figs. 8, 9
Valley of the Kings. KV 47, Merneptah-Siptah.
Omit.
Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. xi (1916), 31-6 with figs.
Saqqâra. S. 913. Tomb of Perneb.
iii.497
General account with views.

MMA Bull. xi (1916), fig. on 77
Saqqâra. S. 913. Tomb of Perneb.
iii.497
As re-erected, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 13.183.3.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xi (April 1916), fig. on 85 cf. 86
Sohag.
v.31A
Wooden statuette, man riding horse, Dyn. XVIII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art,
15.2.3.

Burton in MMA Bull. xi (May 1916), 102-8 figs 1-5, 8-10
Medînet Habu. Later palace.
i.522
Theodore Davis excavations.

Burton in MMA Bull. xi (May 1916), 106 fig. 6, 104
Medînet Habu. Palace of Ramesses III. Later palace.
i.523

Burton in MMA Bull. xi (May 1916), 106 fig. 7, 104
Medînet Habu. Palace of Ramesses III. Later palace.
i.523
Sandstone window, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Aug. 1916), 167 figs. 1, 2
El-Lisht. N. Pyramid Amenemhet I. Old Kingdom reliefs re-used in Pyramid.
v.79A
Two soldiers with staves, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 15.3.1140 and Boston,
Museum of Fine Arts, 58.322.

Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Aug. 1916), 167
Saqqâra. Tomb 80 of Re-emka. Dyn. V.
i.487(2), 488
Chapel, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 08.201.1.
iii².487(2), 488
Overseer from scene of reaping in bottom register VI (2)

Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Aug. 1916), 167 fig. 7
Saqqara. Tomb 80 of Re-emka. Dyn. V.
iii².487(2), 488
Female estate from V - register in (2).

Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Aug. 1916), 167 fig. 6
Saqqara. Tomb 80 of Re-emka. Dyn. V.
iii².487(2), 488
Deceased from false door at (4).

Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Aug. 1916), 167 fig. 4
Saqqara. S. 913. Tomb of Perneb. Dyn. V.
iii².497(5)
One offering-bringer from left wall of Chapel at (5), in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 13.183.3.

Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Aug. 1916), 167 fig. 5
Saqqara. S. 913. Tomb of Perneb. Dyn. V.
iii².497(1)
Left figure of deceased from entrance at (1)(a).

see Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Aug. 1916), 168 notes
Omit.
Stela of Maet, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 14.2.7.

see Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Aug. 1916), 168 note 4
Omit.
Head of statue of man, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 13.182.2.

Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Aug. 1916), 169 figs. 8 cf. 170
Fig. 8 appears as fig. 9 in reprints, and fig. 9 as fig. 8
801-435-870
Statuette of man wrapped up in cloak seated on the ground, marble, late Dyn. XII or Dyn. XIII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 30.8.75.

Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Aug. 1916), fig. 9 cf. 170
El-Lisht. North Pyramid of Amenemhet III. Various
iv.81A
Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Aug. 1916), 169
Dendera. Tomb of Idu II.
v.111A
Statue of Idu II, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 98.4.9.

Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Aug. 1916), 170 note 1
v.115A
Stela of Neferiu and Udjebet, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 12.183.8.

see Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Aug. 1916), 171 note 3
Haraga
iv.107A
Statuette of Keret, Old Kingdom, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 15.4.1.

see MMA Bull. xi (Aug. 1916), 171 note 5
8
Wooden panel with Hathor, Old Kingdom, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 89.2.214.

see Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Oct. 1916), 211 note 3
Deir Durunka. Misc.
v.269A
Double statue of Yuni and Rennut, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 15.2.1.

see MMA Bull. xi (Oct. 1916), 213
801-635-730
Naos with ram's head and figure of Ramesses II (feet lost) at front, and hands from statue of [kneeling man], temp. Ramesses II, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 90.6.1.

Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Oct. 1916), 213 fig. 1 cf. 211
ii.709
Kneeling statue of Amenophis II (called Tuthmosis III), in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 13.182.6.

Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Oct. 1916), 213 fig. 2 cf. 212 note 2
ii.792
Serpentine seated double statue of man and wife, Dyn. XIX, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 07.228.94.

see Cartland, B. M. in MMA Bull. xi (Oct. 1916), 213 notes 1, 5
Deir el-Bahri. Dyn. XI Temple. Finds
ii.396
Stela of Userhet, Dyn. XIX, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 05.4.2.
see MMA Bull. xi (Oct. 1916), 213-14
Abydos Temple of Ramesses I.
vi.32-3(10)A
Isis (called Queen) from lower register of relief, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 11.155.3.B.

MMA Bull. xi (Oct. 1916), 214 figs 3, 5, 6
Abydos Temple of Ramesses I.
vi.31(7)A
King. Queen and attendant from lower register of relief, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 11.153.3 A, C, D.

MMA Bull. xi (Oct. 1916), 214 figs 4, 7
Called Thebes
Omit.
Two figures from relief, from a Theban Tomb, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 13.183.1.

MMA Bull. xi (Oct. 1916), Supplement
Mace, The March Collection of Egyptian Antiquities (pp. box 41)
See MUR CH coll. slip.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xi (Nov. 1916), 240 fig. 1
801-650-350

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xi (Nov. 1916), 240 fig. 6
Karnak. Objects in Museums. Statues.
ii.2.291
Sphinx of Amenophis II, now in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 30.8.72 (Davis Collection.).

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xi (Nov. 1916), 242 fig. 7 (= part of scene in Handbook, fig. 34)
iv.77A
Amenemhet followed by Horus and Nekhbet, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

MMA Bull. xi (Dec. 1916), fig. on 258
iv.81A
Coffin of Senebtisi, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

MMA Bull. xii (Jan. 1917), fig. on 11
Female face and neck, Dyn. XXX, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 32.2.1.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xii (March 1917), 64-5
Heliopolis (?). Misc.
iv.64
Two Old Kingdom blocks, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 11.150.30-1.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. xii (April 1917), fig. on 77 cf. 78
iv.251A
Faience hippopotamus, Middle Kingdom, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 17.9.1.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. xii (April 1917), 78 with note 2
Meir. Tomb of Senbi.
iv.251A
Canopic box of Senbi, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 11.150.17A.

MMA Bull. xii (April 1917), 78 w. note 2
Meir. Tomb of Senbi.
iv.251A
Wooden statuette of Senbi and alabaster head-rest of Senbi (in Bibl. on 249), in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 11.150.2, 12.182.19.

B. M. Cartland in MMA Bull. xii (April 1917), 89 fig. 5
El-Lisht. North Pyramid. Various
iv.81
Porphyry weight of Sesostris I, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 15.3.233.

MMA Bull. xiii (Jan. 1918), fig. on 2 cf. 3
El-'Amâma. Misc.
iv.235A
Alabaster statuette, dwarf with vases, Dyn. XVIII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 17.190.1963 (Pierpont Morgan Colln.).

MMA Bull. xiii (March 1918), fig. on 59
Kamak. Cachette.
ii².165
Diorite statuette of Hamufer, Ptolemaic, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 17.120.145.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xiv (Feb. 1919), figs. on 33, 35
Deir Durunka. Misc.
iv.269
Double-statue Yuny and Rennut, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 15.2.1.
see Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xiv (June 1919), 144-5
Heliopolis (?). Various
iv.64
Two Old Kingdom blocks, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 11.150.30-1.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xiv (June 1919), 145 fig. 1 and see 146
Koptos. Middle Temple.
v.127
3 frags. of Decree of Neferkauhor addressed to Shema, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art,
14.7.11-12, 14.

see Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xiv (June 1919), 146
Koptos. Middle Temple.
v.126-7
Fragment of third decree of Pepy II, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 14.7.10.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xiv (June 1919), fig. 2 cf. 146-7
Thebes. Misc. Various
i.844
Writing-board with architect’s plan of garden, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 14.108.

A. M. [Lythgoe] in MMA Bull. xiv (1919), 148-9 fig. (as Dyn. V or VI)
801-445-370
Upper part of statue of man seated, or seated on the ground, quartzite, Dyn. XII, in New York NY,
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 19.2.1.

MMA Bull. xv (June 1920), 128 fig. 1 cf. 129 w. note 1
Koptos. Misc.
v.131
Statue of Sahure and nome figure of Koptos, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 18.2.4.

MMA Bull. xv (June 1920), 129
Asyût.
v.267
Model carpenter’s chest, Dyn. XII, from tomb of Ankhef, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of
Art, 17.9.31.

MMA Bull. xv (June 1920), 129 fig. 2
800-364-500
Sphinx of Sesostris III, forepaws lost, diorite (gneiss), in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art,
17.9.2. (Probably from Theban area.)

MMA Bull. xv (June 1920), 130 fig. 3
Karnak. Cachette.
ii:164

see MMA Bull. xv (June 1920), 130
Theban Temples Misc.
Omit.

see MMA Bull. xv (June 1920), 130
Deir Durunka Tomb of Siesi, temp. Ramesses II-Merneptah.
iv.269A
Statue-group, Wepwaut and Isis (called Hathor and Anubis), in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art. 17.2.5.

MMA Bull. xv (June 1920), 131 fig. 4
8
Sculptor's model, relief, head of ram, Ptolemaic, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Mace in MMA Bull. xv (July 1920), 151-156 figs. 1-5
El-Lähûn. Tomb of Sit-hathor-yunet.
iv.109A
Two caskets, one with cartouche of Amenemhet III, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xvi (1921), 209-10 with fig.
Adana
vii.398
Statuette of Sitsneferu, probably temp. Sesostris II, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 18.2.2.

see MMA Bull. xvii (Feb. 1922), 45
Thebes. Dra' Abî El-Nag' Tomb of Amenophis I.
Omit.
Fragment of basalt bust of Queen (prob. 'Ahmosi-Nefertere), in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 21.7.9.

see MMA Bull. xvii (Feb. 1922), 45
El-Lähûn. Tomb of Sit-hathor-yunet.
iv.110A
Inscribed alabaster magical jar, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 21.2.62.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xvii (Aug. 1922), 171 fig. 1
El-'Amâma. Great Temple. found in 'Favissa'.
iv.197A
Sculptor’s trial piece, relief head of Amenophis IV, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 21.9.1-609 (formerly in Amherst, Lord colln.).

8
Alabaster goblet Amenophis IV, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, (formerly in Amherst, Lord colln.).

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xvii (Aug. 1922), 123 fig. 3 cf. 172
8
Faience decanter Amenophis IV, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, (formerly in Amherst, Lord colln.).

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xvii (Nov. 1922), pls. on cover and on 227, 230 cf. 226
Luxor. Temple. Exterior. Court of Ramesses II.
ii².307(20)
Two colossal seated statues of Amenophis III usurped by Merneptah, larger now in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 22.5.1.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xvii (Nov. 1922), pls. on cover and on 227, 231 cf. 226
Luxor. Temple. Exterior. Court of Ramesses II.
ii².307(21)
Two colossal seated statues of Amenophis III usurped by Merneptah, smaller now in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 22.5.2.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xvii (Nov. 1922), fig. on 227 [left]
Luxor. Court of Ramesses II.
ii².307(22)
Granite statue, probably Amenophis III, usurped by Merneptah.

see MMA Bull. xvii (Dec. 1922), 268 (mention only)
Abydos. Temple of Ramesses I. Various
vi.33A
Kneeling diorite statue of Sethos I, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 22.2.21.

see MMA Bull. xviii (Feb. 1923), 53
Abydos Misc.
v.102A
Offering-table of Sethos I, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 22.2.22.

MMA Bull. xviii (1923), 100
Valley of Kings B. Finds.
i².586
Fragment of mummy cloth, year 6 of Tutankhamun, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art,
LYTHGoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. xviii (Dec. 1923), 272 fig. 1 cf. 273
i2.509
Vase of Memeptah, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 23.5.

LYTHGoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. xviii (Dec. 1923), 273 fig. 2
Thebes. W. Qubbânêt el-Qirûd. Tomb of 3 Princesses.
i2.592
Glass vase Tuthmosis I, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 23.9.

L. S. Bull in in MMA Bull. xviii (Dec. 1923), 283 fig. 1
Valley of Kings. 17. Sethos I.
i2.542
Hall K. Views

L. S. Bull in in MMA Bull. xviii (Dec. 1923), 283-6 figs. 2-7
Thebes. 17. Tomb of Sethos I.
i2.542-3
Astronomical ceiling.

L. S. Bull in in MMA Bull. xviii (Dec. 1923), fig. on 289
Dendera Site. Misc.
v.116
Statue of Hor, Dyn. XXII-XXV, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 23.8.

see MMA Bull. xviii (Dec. 1923), 293 (mention only)
8

see MMA Bull. xx (Jan. 1925), 30
El-Lisht. S. Pyramid
iv.84A
Statue of Sehetepibre-ankh, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

see MMA Bull. xx (Feb. 1925), 60 (mention only)
8
Stela of Amenemopet, Priest, with Amenophis IV erasures in name of Amun, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 24.2.20.

see MMA Bull. xx (Nov. 1925), 277 (mention only)
Medînet el-Faiûm. Various
iv.99A

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. xxi (Jan. 1926), 4, 6 figs 1, 2
Medînet el-Faiûûm. Various
iv.99

see MMA Bull. xxi (Jan. 1926), 26 (mention only)
8

see Lansing in MMA Bull. xxi (Feb. 1926), 41-2
iii.457
Discussion of provenance of statue, in Cairo Museum CG 205.

Lansing in MMA Bull. xxi (Feb. 1926), 38-43 with figs
Šaqqârâ. Tomb No. 66. Rahotep.
iii.480

see MMA Bull. xxi (March 1926), 90
Memphis. Misc.
Omit.
Bust of official, Late Period, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 25.2.1.

Bull in MMA Bull. xxi (July 1926), 171 fig. 3
Kamak. Cachette.
Omit.
Head of statue of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo Museum 42053.

Bull in MMA Bull. xxi (July 1926), 172 fig. 4
Sinai. Serabit el-Khâdim.
vii.362
Head of Queen Teye, in Cairo Museum 38257.

Bull in MMA Bull. xxi (July 1926), 173 fig. 5
El-‘Amâma. Misc.
iv.234A
Head of Amenophis IV, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 11.150.26 (called Memphis by de Wit).

see MMA Bull. xxii (Jan. 1927), 24
Thebes. TT 319, Nofru.
Fragments from walls of chapel, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

see MMA Bull. xxii (Jan. 1927), 24
Thebes. TT 311, Khety.
Omit.
Blocks found in debris, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. xxii (Feb. 1927), fig. on 32 [left lower]
Thebes. Asââif. At foot of Causeways
i.619, 616

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. xxii (Feb. 1927), fig. on 32 [left lower]
Thebes. Asââif. At foot of Causeways
i.619, 616

MMA Bull. xxii (Feb. 1927), fig. on 33
Gîza. Misc.
Omit.
Upper part of female statue, formerly in Lord Carnarvon colln., now in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 26.7.1391.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. xxii (Feb. 1927), fig. on 34 (= JEA iii, 73-5 pl. xi)
Omit.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. xxii (Feb. 1927), fig. on 35
Omit.
Gold statuette of Amun, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 26.7.1412.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. xxii (Feb. 1927), fig. on 37
Hermopolis Magna. Finds
iv.175A
Faience chalice with marsh-scenes, New Kingdom, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, (Carnarvon, Earl of colln.) 26.7.971.

Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. xxii (Feb. 1927), fig. on 38
801-772-200
Head of statuette of a Negro, bronze, Late Period, formerly in the Earl of Carnarvon colln., now in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 26.7.1417.
Lythgoe, A. M. in MMA Bull. xxii (Feb. 1927), fig. on 40
801-813-700
Female head and neck, sculptor’s model or votive piece, early Ptolemaic, formerly in the Earl of
Carnarvon colln., now in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 26.7.1402.

see MMA Bull. xxii (Nov. 1927), 262-3
Thebes. Tombs 51-217.
Omit.
Account of Davies’ publication.

see MMA Bull. xxiii (Feb. 1928), 63 (mention only)
8
Basalt relief, titles of Khephren, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

see MMA Bull. xxiii (Feb. 1928), 63
Thebes. TT 353, Senenmut.
Omit.

see MMA Bull. xxiii (Feb. 1928), 63 (mention only)
8

see MMA Bull. xxiii (Feb. 1928), 63
ii².222
Sandstone bas-relief of Psammuthis, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 27.2.1 (formerly in
possession of Dr. Gardiner).

see MMA Bull. xxiii (Mar 1928), 92 [does not = Ann. Serv. xvi, pls. iv[A], v]
Saqqâra. Mitri.
iii².632
Three statues of Mitri (mention only), in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 26.2.2, 4, 6.

Lansing in MMA Bull. xxiii (June 1928), 159 fig. 1
iii².541

Lansing in MMA Bull. xxiii (June 1928), 161 fig. 2
El-‘Amâma. Great Temple.
iv.195
Fragment of relief with chariots, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 27.6.1.
see MMA Bull. xiv (Feb. 1929), 63
Omit.

see MMA Bull. xiv (Feb. 1929), 63 (mention only)
8
Hathor-column of Nektanebos I, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

see MMA Bull. xiv (Nov. 1929), 307
Thebes. Misc. Stelae
i².810
Stela of Panehtoptet, Dyn. XX, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 29.2.17.

see MMA Bull. xiv (Nov. 1929), 307 (mention only)
8
Black steatite cippus of Horus, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Lansing in MMA Bull. xxv (Jan. 1930), fig. on 1
Thebes. TT 51, Userhet.
i².98(7)
Upper part of wife and mother from tree-goddess scene.

Lansing in MMA Bull. xxv (Jan. 1930), fig. on 4
Thebes. TT 52, Nakht.
i².99
View of east half of hall.

Lansing in MMA Bull. xxv (Jan. 1930), fig. on 5
Thebes. TT 69, Menna.
i².138(12)
Fishing and fowling scene, omitting sub-scene.

Lansing in MMA Bull. xxv (Jan. 1930), fig. on 6 cf. 8
Thebes. TT 100, Rekhmire.
i².213(18)
2 female guests and servant girl (third group in III).

Lansing in MMA Bull. xxv (Jan. 1930), fig. on 7
i.195
Pigeon from fresco.

Lansing, A. in MMA Bull. xxv (1930), 75-6 fig. on 75
800-494-430
Head of royal statue wearing nemes, probably Amenemhet III, grey marble, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 29.100.150.

see Lansing, A. in MMA Bull. xxv (March 1930), 75
801-435-860
Statuette of Khnemhotep seated on the ground, with text mentioning Ptah-Sokari, basalt, 2nd half of Dyn. XII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 29.100.151.

Bull in MMA Bull. xxv (July 1930), fig. on 165 cf. 164-6
Between Giza and Abûsîr.

Two ushabtis of Kenamun, temp. Amenophis II, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 30.5.1, 2.

see MMA Bull. xxv (Dec. 1930), 285
Girga District. Misc. v.39A
Model of weavers, Middle Kingdom, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 30.7.3.

see MMA Bull. xxvi (Feb. 1931), 53

MMA Bull. xxvi (June. 1931), fig. on 153
Meir. Tomb of Senbi. iv.251A
Blue faience hippopotamus, Dyn. XII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 17.9.1.

see MMA Bull. xxvii (Feb. 1932), 55 (mention only)
El-`Amâra. House T. 36.68. iv.200A

MMA Bull. xxvii (Feb. 1932), 55

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxvii (April 1932), fig. on 89 (cover) and fig. 2 [middle] on 92
Deir el-Bahri. Great Temple. Stats. of Hatshepsut. Found in Quarry. From Upper Court. ii.371
Colossal red granite kneeling statue of Hatshepsut (wearing nemes), in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 29.3.1.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxvii (April 1932), fig. 2 [left] on 92
ii².371
Head of colossal red granite kneeling statue of Hatshepsut holding pots, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 30.3.1 (formerly in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 2279)

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxvii (April 1932), fig. 2 [right] on 92
Omit.
Seated statue of Hatshepsut as woman, formerly in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 2306, now in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 29.3.2.

Bull in MMA Bull. xxvii (May 1932), 130 fig. 1
8
Palette of Nehemay, Dyn. XVIII-XIX, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 30.7.1.

Bull in MMA Bull. xxvii (May 1932), 131 fig. 2
Thebes. TT 353, Senenmut.
i².417
Sketch of deceased.

Bull in MMA Bull. xxvii (May 1932), 131 fig. 3 cf. 131-2
(Probably Deir el Bahri.)
Omit.
Ostracon with profiles of Senenmut, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Bull in MMA Bull. xxvii (May 1932), 132-3 fig. 4
i².792
Serpentine statuette of scribe, Dyn. XVIII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 31.4.1.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxvii (Nov. 1932), 236 fig. 2
8
Lion-hunt scarab, Amenophis III, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 32.7.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxviii (Sept. 1933), 157 fig. 1
El-Lisht. Pit of Senebtisi.
iv.109A
Circlet and hair-ornaments (reconstructed), in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxviii (Sept. 1933), 158 fig. 2
El-Lahûn. Tomb of Sit-Hathor-int.
iv.109A
Crown and hair-ornaments (reconstructed), in Cairo Museum (part of ornaments in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art).

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxviii (Sept. 1933), 159 fig. 3
i².592

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxix (Nov. 1934), fig. on 181 (cover), 186
Karnak. Objects in Museums. Statues.
i².290
Head of Ramesses II (?), perhaps from here, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 34.2.2.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxix (Nov. 1934), 185 fig. 1
Deir Durunka
iv.269A

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxix (Nov. 1934), 187 fig. 2
Heliopolis. Mnevis Cemetery.
i.60A
Hawk protecting Nektanebos II, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 34.2.1.

Scott in MMA Bull. xxx (April 1935), fig. on 89
Thebes. Misc. Various
i².846

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxx (May 1935), 111-113 figs. 1-3
Qantîr. Palace of Ramesses II.
i.v.9A
Faïence tiles, Hittite and negro, and canal with ducks, etc., and faïence statue of lion with captive, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 33.1.1-140.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxx (July 1935), 143 fig. 1
8
Jasper 5-deben weight of Userkaf, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 35.9.5.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxx (July 1935), 142-4 fig. 3
Karnak. Cachette.
i².163
Squatting statue of Tjaenweset, Dyn. XXII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 35.9.1. (formerly in Cairo Museum Ent. 37003).

Bull, L. in MMA Bull. xxx (July 1935), 145 fig. 5
800-832-500
Statuette of Amaši kneeling holding vases, bronze, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 35.9.3.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxx (Aug. 1935), fig. on 159
iı.2.371
5th Sphinx of Hatshepsut, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 31.3.166.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxx (Sept. 1935), fig. on 177
Deir el Bahri. Great Temple.
iı.2.340
Reconstruction.

Lansing in MMA Bull. xxxi (Jan. 1936), 12-14 with figs. 1, 2
Buehen. Various
vii.141
Scarab of Amenophis III, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 35.2.1.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxxi (Dec. 1936), 275-8 with figs. 1-3
Omit.
Pit 1102. Mummy of Wah, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 20.3.203.

Hayes in MMA Bull. xxxii (June 1937), fig. on 157
iıı.7.073
Alabaster palette, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 37.2.1.

see Hayes in MMA Bull. xxxii (June 1937), 158
Memphis. Misc.
Omit.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxxii (July 1937), fig. on 173
Thebes. Wadi Qubbânât el-Qirûd. Tomb of 3 Princesses
ıııı.5.92
Head-dress of Queen of Tuthmosis III, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 26.8.117.

Lansing in MMA Bull. xxxii (Dec. 1937), 285-6 with fig.
Giza. Valley Temple of Menkaure.

iii.31
Unfinished pink limestone statuette of Menkaure, now in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 37.6.1. (formerly in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, No. 33 of Reisner).

Hayes in MMA Bull. xxxii (April 1938), 107 fig. 1
Abydos. Misc. Statues
v.102A
Seated limestone statuette of Idy, Dyn. VI, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 37.2.2.

Hayes in MMA Bull. xxxii (April 1938), 108 with fig. 2
Omit.
Statue of Anubis, wood, Ptolemaic, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 38.5.

see Hayes in MMA Bull. xxxii (Aug.1938), 183 note 11 (mention only)
Memphis. Misc.
Omit.
Six bronze statuettes of Osiris, Isis, Sekhmet, Imhotep and Nefertem, Ptolemaic, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 10.175.131.

Hayes in MMA Bull. xxxii (Aug.1938), 183-4 figs. 1, 2
Memphis. Misc.
Omit.
Bronze statuette of Nefertem dedicated by Khaptah, Dyn. XXV, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 38.2.19.

Lansing in MMA Bull. xxxiii (Sept. 1938), 199-200 fig. 1
Bubastis
iv.35A
Silver Ptolemaic vases, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 18.2.13-17.

see Lansing in MMA Bull. xxxiii (Sept. 1938), 200
8

Lansing in MMA Bull. xxxiii (Nov. 1938), fig. on 233, cf. 240
Abū Rawāsh. C. North-West Cemetery.
iii².9
Head of Arsine II, Ptolemaic, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 38.10.

Hayes in MMA Bull. xxxiv (Feb. 1939), fig. on 48
8
Fragment of slate palette with warrior, Predynastic, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 33.159.
Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxxiv (May 1939), 118 fig. 1
El-Lisht, South Pyramid
iv.83A
Panel with hawk and Horus name of King, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 34.1.205-8.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxxiv (May 1939), 119 fig. 2, cf. 121
Meir. Misc.
iv.257A
Coffin and mummy of Khnemhotep, Dyn. XII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 12.182.131.A, B.

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxxiv (May 1939), 121 fig. 4, cf. 122
Thebes. Wâdi Qubbânèt el-Qirûd.
i^2.592

Winlock, H. E. in MMA Bull. xxxiv (May 1939), 121 fig. 4, cf. 122
i^2.592

Lansing in MMA Bull. xxxiv (Nov. 1939), 244-6 figs. 1, 2
Trebizond, Turkey.
vii.399
Pair of shears with metal inlay, Graeco-Egyptian, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 39.2.2.

MMA Bull. xxxiv (Dec. 1939), figs 1, 3, cf. 281-2, 284
Thebes. TT 125, Duauneheh.
i^2.240
Gifts and titles of Queen at (9).

MMA Bull. xxxiv (Dec. 1939), fig. 7. cf. 281-2, 284
Thebes. TT 125, Duauneheh.
i^2.240
Puppy at (13).

MMA Bull. xxxiv (Dec. 1939), figs 2, 5, cf. 284 and note 10
Thebes. TT 125, Duauneheh.
i^2.239(6)
Men drilling in IV and making columns in IV and V.

MMA Bull. xxxiv (Dec. 1939), fig. 4, cf. 284 and note 10
Thebes. TT 125, Duauneheh.
Men with door frame in II.

MMA Bull. xxxiv (Dec. 1939), fig. 6 cf. 284
Thebes. TT 125, Duauneheh.
i.2.239(6)
Hippopotamus.

Phillips in MMA Bull. xxxv (Jan. 1940), 3 [left fig.]
Kamak. Objects in Museums. Statues.
i.2.289
Head of Rameses II, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 34.2.2.

Priest in MMA Bull. xxxv (Dec. 1940), 239 fig. 2
i.2.791
Statue of Senenmut, temp. Hatshepsut, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 48.149.7.

see Priest in MMA Bull. xxxv (Dec. 1940), 239
Block with relief, head of Queen, prob. temp. Sethos II, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art
(Pratt loan colln.).

see Priest in MMA Bull. xxxv (Dec. 1940), 239-40
Ashmunein. Misc.
i.186A
Mention of offering-table of Tjahesret, priest of Thoth, Dyn. XXII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art (Pratt loan colln.).

Winlock, H. E. MMA Bull. xxxv (Dec. 1940), 253-9 with fig. 1
Thebes. Valleys South of Deir el-Bahri. 2nd Valley.
i.2.667

Lansing in MMA Bull. xxxvi (June 1941), 140-1 with fig.
Thebes. TT 108, Nebseny.
i.2.226
Two model wooden vases, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 41.2.3-4.

Lansing, A. in MMA Bull. xxxvi (June 1941), 252 fig. on 251
801-234-360
Head of male statue, Dyn. V, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 41.2.11.

Bull in MMA Bull. xxxvii (Feb. 1942), 41-2 and fig.
8

Faience model helmet of Hor-psametek, Dyn. XXVI (?), formerly MacGregor colln., now in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 41.2-9.